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				Lo sentimos. No hemos encontrado la página que buscas.

			
				
Puedes consultar alguno de nuestros últimos artículos. Seguro que te interesarán.

						

              Before you start writing your CV

                            It’s important before you start writing your CV to have in mind which is the information you’ll give and the order it’ll be organized. A CV has to present the information clearly and briefly, well explained and straight out. Keep in mind you’ll only have one opportunity to make a good impression on those who […]

              
              


														
              Company websites

                            Although not the most common way to search for a job, it’s still interesting to try it: going directly to the source of employment, i.e. the company in which you want to work, through their website. As a general rule, most companies have a contact form so you can get in touch with them and […]

              
              


														
              Examples of emails to confirm your attendance to a job interview

                            Thank you for considering me for the [Job Title] role at [Company’s Name]. I am writing to confirm my attendance for the interview scheduled

              
              


														
              How to dress for the job interview

                            Being well dressed for the job interview is very important. Looks say a lot about yourself, so when you show up for an interview, keep in mind what the image of the company is and try to fit in it. Dressing well doesn’t necessarily mean having to wear a suit. The trick is to show […]

              
              


														
              Basic rules for writing your CV

                            Before you start writing your CV it’s better to know a few simple and essential rules that will help you create a good, brief and well-structured CV. Keep them in mind. Be brief. Your CV shouldn’t be over one or two pages long. Use white (or light colours) paper, DinA4 format with good printing quality. […]

              
              


														
              Possible questions for the job interview

                            There aren’t two identical job interviews. Each interviewer has a unique way to get to know the candidate, methods and strategies to find out which one is right for the position. That’s why it’s really difficult to know what the interview will be like and get ready for it. However, from our website we can […]

              
              


														
              CV templates: Design 1

                            Design nº 1 Curriculum Vitae template with a classic style. This CV template has a calm look, not too flashy, so it’s recommended for job offers in traditional working areas. CV types available: chronological / functional / combination Characteristics: classic, includes photograph, traditional Colores disponibles: Verde / Gris / Naranja / Marrón CHRONOLOGICAL CV See […]

              
              


														
              The CV in Portugal

                            Usually, a Portuguese CV is written in chronological order and is 2 or 3 pages long. Ocasionally, it includes a photograph. It should consist of the following sections: Personal information. Studies (including subjects). Courses and seminars from work (separate from working experience). Working experience. Hobbies. Try to give a clear presentation and structure to your […]

              
              


														
              CV formats: Functional

                            Opposite to the chronological CV, in the functional CV the information is distributed by topics. This way, it allows the employer to get a quick look at your studies and experience in a particular field. Also, by not being chronological, it helps you choose the positive points, emphasize your skills and achievements, and at the […]

              
              


														
              Minimum wages in Europe

                            Knowing the standard of living in each country and the minimum wages is fundamental and can help you a lot when looking for a job. Here’s a chart with the minimum wages of the main European countries. Not all countries are included, only those with a minimum wage law. The rest of the countries, like […]
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Whether you need original CV models, classic CV examples or resume templates, you can find them all in our Resume formats & templates  section >
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